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cicv-Fed cosm, is elso well known._ Einstein's
cosms may
exten,ded by renrding the closure
oi a three-:imensional universe bnding back upon itself as a ilniversal
en holo.:.raic process. In th resultin model, -any fundamentalpartiole
is regar:eS as one holographic closure ot- it.s.entire external universe
inside i.self, and each and everv nartiele_of mass.is regarded as such a
closure.
Since the rate of curvature (as' measured by the smaller
diameter) is much greater for an elect'ron than for Ehe macroscopic universe, then one would expect to fietfd a correlation between the rates of
closure and the field forces ex-isting between particles.
Thls is quite
noticeably so. The classical' i.adius of the macroscopic universe is on
40
the order of 10
timesas 0-reat as is dle classical radius of the'
electron.
Further, ,the electrostatic field between two electrons is on
49

the order of 10,
tithes as great as is the gravitational field between
them.
One would logically expect.the greater rate of curvature and the
smaller diameter, being the greater closure effect, :co provide, correspond to, or resOlt from greater force. field. Thus Feynman's problem[1]
that must be solved to accommodate a unified field theory has an indicated
resolution, that of the multiple, holographic closure of three-dimensional
space by differing rates of bending. This resolution results in a universe that is. a single ',jam: hologram; and each particle'of mass in the
unlverse, being a portion of the overall universal hologram, contains
the entire universe closed inside itself.

With ,this holographic approach, the electrical field, in a sense.
is simply a gravitational field that.has been turned "inside out" in a

new universal closure at a bending rate on the order of 1049 times
greater. This is also consistent with Santilli's proof of the falsity
of the classiGal assumption that the electromagnetic field generated by
.the basic charged constituents of any neutral massive body with zero
electric and magnetic mOments does not contribute to-its gravitational
fiejd.
Instead,,.the electrical field and the gravitational field are
either partially or totally the same thing [2j. IL is also consisEent
with one of the paradoxes of the amiom of.choice; hamely, that one can
cut a ball into a finite number of pieces and rearrange them to get two
balls of the same size as the 'original one [31.
The problem in understanding .these apparent paradoxes is caused
a shortcoming in one of the fundamental laws of logic,
states that
a thing cannot be identical to its opposite; i.e., A
A.
This error in
logic has already been corrected-0N the principle of the boundary identity of exact opposites, proposed l'.)y the author as a fundamental eorrection to the stated classical law'.[4]. On their common.boundary, exact
opposites are identical.
For example, the edge or surface of a finite
solid belongs to dle solid (thing) and to empty space (nonthing).
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Since the surface is identical to itsett,
oL the principle is
obvious.
The principlu also removes maao
formidable difficultieS
in metaphysics, foundations of physics, and f uHations of mathematics.
The principle, e.g., solves the philosophical.problem of change, resolves
how a line (length) can be composed of points (nonlengths), resolves the
wave/corpuscle question that is only evaded by the principle of complementarity, and resolves such logical problems as "it is true that this
statement is false."
Further, the author has been able to derive a fundamental model for
the physical process of observation itself by abstracting a fundamental
mass particle as a "perceptron" and considering it as simply a physical
gadget that accomplishes the process of physical perception (detection
'of physical change) [5]. Using this approach, a totally new defining
equation for mass itself has been shown [61.
Mass becomes a totally
operationally derived quantity and is expressed as a specialized time
rate of change-of action.
This is consistent with the view that matter
and energy are one and the same thing, neglecting constants of proportionality; 'since energy is the time rate of change of action, it follows
that mass must be a time derivative of action also. The approach is also
consiastent with the hidden variable -approach to physics; the collective
output of the perceptron may be said to create or generateapercelvud
(observed) -physical phenomena, while the input to the perceptron is con?
sidered to be unperceivable (unobservable) since the perceiving/observing
process has not operated upon it.
Since everything in physics may be
referred to perceived phenomena, modelling of the prucess of physical
perception itself is the most fundamental approach that can be takenFurther, if a transfer function for the perceptron can be found, then
the known empirical data of physics can be put into the output side of
the transfer function, and it will generate a model of the input side,
unperceived reality. Thus, unperceived reality can at least hypothetically be modelled.
Such a transfer function has indeed been found, although it is
highly controversial. The required transfer function represents a
fundamental restatement of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle for the
.condition of hidden variable superposition [7].
Nevertheless, using
the approach iiallas been possible to derive Newton's laws of motion
(relativistic form) [8], the law of gravitation [9], and Einstein's
postulates oC special relativity [101.
It has also been possiblu to
state a scAution co the heretofore unresblved ontological problem of the
nature of. being [11,121, and to derive a theory to provide a basis for
noncausal phenomena (psychic phenomena) [131.
In this report, the author suggests a mechanism to explain why the
electron in orbit around a hydrogen nucleus violates classical electromagnetic theory and does not radiate, even though it is accelerated.
It is.hoped that this mechanism will alSo enable-an explanation of energy
states (levels)'-and the connection of radiation absorptionand emission
with them, ,along the lines called for by Taylor and Wheeler as needing
further work [141.
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First, generate a new cOncepet as to the nature of a photon.
To
begin, the second postulate of special relativity is. stated, "ille speed
of light is the same to every observer," as "every photon in the
universe is moving at the speed of light relative to every fundamental
particle of mass in the universe." Specifically, 4 typical electron and
a typical photon is chosen to examine. Consider the observer to be
standing on the electron in an inertial frame, and he sees the photon
as a massless entity traveling ac the speed of-light, c, as shown in
Fiaure 1.
Now allow the observer to conceptually tiptoe over to the
,

C

Figure 1.

Einstein's second postulate.

photon and stand on it, looking back at the electron. We now insist
that the corollary to Einstein's postulate must also be true:
"Every
fundamental particle of'mass in the universe is moving at the.speed of
light relative to every photon in the universe." Therefore our observer
must now see the electron moving at the speed of light relative to himself, as shown in Figure 2.
But now we apparently have a paradox by
ordinary logic.
It is widely interpreted that a mass cannot travel at
the speed of light because it would theoretically become infinite at
that speed.
This paradox has a fundamental resolution:
in this case,
by the filndamental principle of the boundary identity of exact opposites,
infinite mass (infinite with respect to a particular system) is identical
to zero mass (with respect to the same system)
One may in .bewilderment
ask how that Can be; it can, however, be simply explained.
.

C

-Y\fFigure 2.
Corollary to Einstein's
second postulate.

It can be first stated that one measures mass by measuring resistance to 3.6 accelerating force.
That is, the magnitude of the "mass°
is simply a statement of the magnitude of that resistance to a disturbing
or accelerating force.

7
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Next.,

trom g,2neral rAaivity,

reg,arded as a curvati:.r

or bending cf three-dim.2nsional space. From special relativity,
as the
speed of a mass is observed- to increase, the mass is observed to
increase.
Thus as a mass is observed to increase its velocity, its bending
of space
must be assumed to increase.
Furth-Jr, this mass increase mav be precisely
modelled, and hence the affect of its bendin4 of three-dimensional
observer space, as shown in Fi,gure 3.
,

Figure 3.
The bending of space
and increase of mass with
velocity.

in Figure 3, angle
represents the amount of curvature Or bending
of three-dimensional space that exists because of a mass's velocity with
respect to the observer.
AO represents the direction the mass is moving,
as st,!en by the external observer. OP represents a fourth "spatial"
dimension. (not the time dimension) orthogonal.t0 each of the three

spatial dimensions of the external observer. Ah represents the direction
of orientation of the_actual moving spatial dimension of the moving mass.
The model, can be seen-to yield a valid transfer function for the process.
It may be solved to give

-

(1)

which is cons is tent wi th spec ial relativity.

M can thus be regarded as existing in an ordinary ul'Ibent threedimensional spatial frame, where that entire spatial frame is simply
bent at angle
to the observer's three-dimensional spatial frame, which
originally COntained M
Also, note that to the original observer, any
.

Force applied to mrtss M, in an attempt to further accelerate it, is
applied in the observer's three-dimensional space that originally

as :hc V10City si
Iazreasvs,

less an:.

th.

FLIIL;s

inc,beases,

loss of rh,_, force applied is In-line or "in a
mass M.
fhjs situation is shown in FigureL;.

F1
F1

Figure 4.
Effective force applied.
to a moving mass.

Higure

F
1

of F1

is the applied force, and F, re:-resents the portion

that is effective in acting on M to further increase its velocity.

From. Figure

it can be seen that
F

cos

F

(2)

.4

1

:ow, assume that angle -4' has been brought to :./2 by some means. In that
case,
= 0, regardless/0f fhe value of F
This is the case when
l'
v = c.

however, note further that M

0

represents the linear intersection

of M with the oberver's three-dimensional space, and now M

0

= 0.

Since,

there is no longer any thrce-dimensional intersection'of M in the
observer's three-dimensional space, M appears to be zero to the observer,
and no physical force brought to bear at point A can change the velocity
of the massless intdrsection of M's three-dimensional space in the
observer's chree-dimensional space. This situation is shown in d''Llture 5.

\a = Tr/2
F1

Eigure 5.

A

../"\

The situation where a

5

9

42.

The sit..iation in Figur 5 i.;.now essumed ,Lo dcfin, a pnoten. Thar
is, a photon is cc,:lsi..:crei £0 be an or,iinary mass existift1, in ah ordinary three-dimensional si,)ac-2, where that space is bent at a r igit angle
to the observer's chree-dimensional spatial 7rame.

Thus -to an observer in the orthogonal photonic three-dimensional
frame, the photon is a perfectly ordinary mass. Furthr, to that
observer all the mass particles in the original three-dimensional frame
now appear to be photons.

In modern physics, a mass is considered to be a superposed bundle
of DeBrocgie waves. The velocity v of a DeBroglie wave is given by

(3)

where c is the speed of light and

v

m is the velocity ot the moving
The wavelength

particle that is generating the Debroglie wave.
DeBroglie wave is given by

a

(4)

where h is Planck's'const::Int and p is the momentuth of the mass generating
the DeBroglie wave. :'iote that a photon is r..ssumed to have momentum with
respect to the observer,,although it has no observed mass. _Its momentum

p is given by the formula

(5)

where h is-Flanck's const_ant and
is the wavelength of the photon.
Further note that the wavelength of
photon and the wavelength of its
generated DeBroglie wave are the same.
For example,

=

where h

(6)

is the wavelength of the photon and
'b

is the wavelength of

its DeBroglie wave'.
Equation (6) may also be incorporated into the
definition of a photon.
It may also he taken as the mechanism that
generates the situation
=
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cur vie
the s tu.1
Univers,: s:.rts t,, move,

t

cer ,.isfaat

o:,

just ns the
distant electron is beginnin...; te move, its Dehroe
hns infiniIe
veleit:: :and
Therfor its Dereglie waves are present
:-o:npletely across che
in :di other particles of mass.
As
aee,uires
finHe velocity, its DeBro;:lic waves drop down in velocity
toward the speed o lig,ht and are thus pr'esent in only a localized region
aroun..1 the moving electron.
Then just as it stops, its DeBroglie waves
again reach infinite velocity and are present in every particle of mass
in the ur.iverse again.
in one move of the electron, its DeBroglie waves
pulsed every particle of mass in the univrsg twice, and those in a
localiz.;d region three times. Thus Liny particle of mass in the universe
e'xists 1n a tremendous flux of changing DeBroglie wavelengths coming
from moving particles in all directions all over Ole universe. However,
most ol t-A42s0 1)e.6roglie wavelengths are changin and the frequencies :Ire
ehaP.ginc, so that in essence the flux is a self-zeroing random superThat is, for anl..,given mass m, existing in that random flux,
sLops;

in onr fra:Tle.

4

and- along Deroglie waves u. in any Particular flux direction,

(7)
1

is thc velociti. of mass m during sumo ihcrement.:of time _tr. and
0
1
Lhe velocity of the De0roglie waves along the direction J.;..?: during

,:;nere v

v

Ls
i

time increment
Under the cOnditIons defined by Equation (7))
DeY)roglie waves and a mass may be assumed not lo interact.

Attention can now be directed to the Bohr theory of the hydrogen
By classical electromagnetic theoy, the orbital ejectron of the
hydrogen atom should radiate energy due to its acceleration and should
spiral rapidly into the-nucleus as it loses energy [15] (Figure 6).
Instead, the electron does not: radiate energy, and continues to orbit
in a circle (Figure 7).
By. 61assical radiation theory, the hydrogen
atom.

16

atom wo uld collapse in-less than 10
Bohr noticed that
seconds [16].
the DeBroglie wavel:ngth of the electron In orbit in a stable- hydrog'.2n
-11

atom was exr:ctly equal to the circumference of the orbit, 33 X 10
meters [17!.
Thus the stable orbit of the electron around the proton
nucleus corresponds to one complete DeBroglie
joinoci on itsoii
exactly in pnase.
Bohr postulated that- an electron could orbit the
nucleus indefinitelv withol.: radiating energy provided that similar con"f
c.ttions wure m.L1t; i.e., that its echit contained an integral nUmber of
its own Dedro'-;,l id ,avelennths.
This bathes ieu:iblei the c.711eulat:on
of the varioun
oC
ar,,m corresPen
to
orbits for n
Dehro,;.1.:e
etc.
wh._-r%
1,

Je

11

\\
+

PROTON

e"

ELECTRON
Figure 6. Classical electromagnetic prediction.

C) PROTON

0

ELECTRON
Figure 7.

Actual hydrogen atom.
7

condition for the fourth energy level is shown in Figure 8.
Conventionally, the DeBroglie waves were regarded as Vibrating on the circumference of the orbit much -like -a. wire hoop-.

12
8

50'

Figure 8.
Fourth energy level
of the, hydrogen atom.

While the Bohr hypothes,i's .de cribed the peculiarity that exited.
:2tach time the electron .did h!Ot3, ra late when accelerating radially toward
the centgr, it d id not detail
echanism that caused this viOlation

of classical electromagnetictleo

y.

From Figure. 7, _thc acceleration of the orbital electron is radially
-toward the center.
Therefore the.elec.tron moves with absolutely constant
tangential sp.oed.
Furthermore, its generated DeBroglie waVes Move with
,Absolutely const-ant speed tangetially. .Thlas in this case
'

'vb

= k

(8)

1

t

Comparing Equations (7) and (8), Equation -(8) may be taken.ns the definingconditions for the iiteraction of a DeBrogrie.wave with a mass.
What touTd such an "int'e:action" mean?

-

4

Perhaps a clue lies'in the nature of the model used for a photon.
As shown i Figure 5, a photon is considered.as,an ordinary -Mas,s existing
in a norm al. three-dimensional'space. bent sat,right angles to the observer's
three-dimerisional space.
In Mi.nkowskian geometry, the fourth ddmension
is taken as the time axis,-and this axis in turn pay be.taken as being
drthogonal to three-dimensional space:Thus oae might suspect some type
of interactioa between time and the photonic aspects of. mass.
As shown
in Figure 3,;wheneve'r a mass lias a velocity with respect to the observer,
a > 0. That iS, a timelike photonic component of mass M oxists'whehe er
M' > M
.Since tHat con,dition is also the oondition that gUaranteesle
.

.

.

0'

9
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tt

produt ion of DeBroglie waves by M that have a finite veloCity
v
where
b
d < v < 00, then onemay'suspect the interaction
b
between some-aspect
Of
,
.

DeBroglie waves and the photonic/component of a mOving mass.' That is,
one suspects that tbe twp aspects of mass interact since-they are
guaranteed by the same:set of conditions.
If. so, it iS logical tO
hypothesize the interaction as occurring in a timelike manner.
In special relativity; time may be considered to flow t c, the
speed of light. Since ordinary changes occur.at less thq
the<speed of
,light, the positive time that is normally experienced may be expressed
as

(v

s

<c

LtAt > ,0)

(9)

where v

is the velocity of the physical change observed and z.t is' the
lapsed time observed by the observer.
But since DeBroglie waves always
( travel faster than c, then for a DeBroglie wave
s

(vb > c)

(LA < 0)

(10)

The DeBroglie wave appears to be traveling backwards in time because it
is outrunning the flow of time itself.
No:
that DeBroglie waves under certain conditions may be considered
ry subquantum energy; i.e., if stable DeBroglie waves are
superposed in sufficient quantity, a mass or a photon results. This is
analogods to a switching process that sw-aches subquanta of energy into
quanta of energy. jhe "switching" process is merely between the-negative time stream of the DeBroglie waves.to the positive time sti-eam of
Uhe observer.
The subquantum unperceived DeBroglie wave energy will be
called LE. We are-now in a position to hypothesize the'interaction
mechanism between a mass moving "at a velocity which is stable and
synchronized with 'the constant veldcity ofstable DeBroglie waves., In
such a situation, if the mass is under such conditions that it is trying
to radiate by classical electromagnetic theory, then it is trying to
emit photons of some energy change LE in some finite time Z.A so that a
quantum change of action occurs. At the same time, the subquantum
energy of the sYnchronized DeBroglie waves is trying to superpose and
switch from a -nt to a +i_iNt.
The situation is summarized as 6hown in
Figure 9.
That is, +Lt and -LX simply'Superpose algebraically and
cancel. Thus In that case, the photon becomes a 'totally virtual photon
and is never emitted.
In a sense one may think of the +Lt as simply
being ground away by the -nt DeBroglie "grinding stone" as fast as it
is formed.
This mechanism would then explain why the orbital electron
of,the Bohr atoMviolates elect-romagnetic theory, 'since classieal
electromagnetic theory does not incorporate any such positive and negative time interaction.

10

1,4

CHANGE
Figure 9.
Synchronized interaction
of DeBroglie waves and a mass.

In the late 1930's the .uranium atom was first fissioned.
At that
moment, a forward-looking physicist could envision that the Mechanism
would lead to the development of atomic-power and the atomic bomb,
although a great deal of developmental effort lay ahead before the process could be deliberately evoLdan&controlled.
In the same sense,
if the hypothetical mechanism developed is valid, one can envision many'
.consequenccs..

Suppose one is able to completely control the prb.cess and induce
it at will.
Further, suppose one has developed a mchanisM to .do this.
?

and has installed it in a discshaped flying_.object. What is involved
is the ability to control the photonlc and timelike aspects of a mass,
in Olis case, of the ship. Referring to Equation (8), resonant induction of k = 1 will turn the entire ship's three-dimensional space, an,'
hence its mass, at right angles to the observer, andthe ship will
turn .into a shape comprfsed of photons -.to the observer. Yet 0
occupants of the ship, it is still a perfectly ordinary ship in
fectly ordinary three-dimensional space, and it is the obseryer wh,
apPears to be a glowing shape of light. Further, the ship is not now
limited to merely turnfng back into the observer's three-dimensional
space frame. :Instead, another 90° turn can be,4rlade in a higher dimensional direction, and to the original observer even the shape of glowing
light has now disappeared.
The ship can turn back at will, and..can even
turn back and "enter" the observer's three-dimensional space at:some
vastly'distant point, without ever having "travelled" any distance at
all in the obServer's three-dimensional space. Further, the ship-can
travel backward or forward in time with ease.
For antigravity, one must again consider Santilli's proof that
electrieity and gravitation must be at least partially or complet,:ly
the same thing.' A device which can bend mass and space aL Will can
simply creall'e gravity or antivavity at,willy Thus right angle turns
at thousands of miles per hour velocity are perfectly feastbie.
In
modern physics, e.g., One regards a-mass itself as just a stable
synchronized and superposed bundle of peBroglie waves, and so also is
a charged particle. The charged particle, however, represents a holo-'
graphic closure of space, and a consequent bendi.ng of evety DeBroglie

11

15

wave in the universe, at a, rate approximtel
times as great for
an electron) as, does the macroscopic
,rpl4tscle (Einstei'n's
spherical model of the cosmoS).
Perfect
of' the bending of
ordinary three-dimensional spice would enable tii rate of closure of
space to be chosen at will; hence any size desired could he' achieved.
Thus one has developed a mechanism for antigravity and for the
materialization and dematerialization of matter if the three -major
hypotheses developed are valid:
first, that the nature of a photon is
as shown in. Figure 5; secondthat Equation (8) states the condition for
the interaction of DeBroglie waves and a mass; thixd, that the nature
of this interaction is orthogonal to three-dimensional
observer space
and hence timelike; as shown,An Figure 9. Since all of these hypotheses
fit the Bohr conditions, they are consistent with the discrete
energy
levels of an atom. Because spac-e is known to be bendable
from general
relativity, the condition shown in Figure 5 can simply be assumed to
exist.- This approach establiShes the basic validity of the first
hypothesis beyond reasonable question.
DeBroglie waves are created by macroscopic bodies as well as by
Thus the hypotheses suggest tha,t macroscopic
devices could perhaps be constructed to demonstrate andyiold the effects
stated:
antigravity, materialization, aad 0.c.Ilterialization.
Such
devices, if successful, should then lead to the hyperspace drive, or
direct matter teleportation throughout the universe.
microscopic particles,.

It should also be pointed out that the basicmech'anism involved
does not require substantial energy at all.
Every mass easily absorbs
and emits photons, which processes themselves involve the 90'
.tion of mass. (Lm) into a photon (emiton) and the 900 ol
a photon (LE) into mass (absorption,
Atomic collision c,;
the process, as should the synchronou_i i.nteraction of phonons or excitons.
So many effects are available to give the 900 orthorotation of
mass or energy that the possibility of building pacroscopic devices
appears encouragin&.
We five in a _day when new and startling'phonomena of nature are
continuing to be revealed. The astrophysicists arid astronomers are .
still working out the im'plications of black holeS and white holes in
space, and yet the telescopes have indeed revealed strange objectS that
,may be black holes and white_holes'.: Quantum geometrodynamics is a
"ti-mebomb ticking away'at the heart of physies" [181, as Indeed is the.
many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics [19]. Even with this
knowledge, there is still no clear- Understanding of the most fundamental
things: 'time, space, mass, charge, ihd being are as mysterious as ever.,
,We must not assume that we have penetrated.the heart of unlimited and
ultimate reality merely because we have discovered some equations of
powerful,descriptive power. We are only at the beginning of science,
we are not at the end:.
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